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Of all the books left out of the Bible, only the Apocrypha rivals the Pseudepigrapha in popularity and

importance. This edition of the Pseudepigrapha was edited by R. H. Charles and was the definitive

critical edition for over 70 years.
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The terms "apocrypha" and "pseudepigrapha" refer to two somewhat vaguely-defined groups of

ancient writings. Ordinarily the "Apocrypha" are fourteen books or parts of books found in a section

by themselves in Protestant Bibles. The Pseudepigrapha are other ancient books related to the

Bible but not included in it. This division breaks down readily; most of the Apocrypha are included in

Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Bibles, and some of the Pseudepigrapha appear in the

Ethiopic Bible. This volume mainly contains the Pseudepigrapha--although it omits III Maccabees

and includes IV Ezra, the latter being part of the Apocrypha.As this collection was originally

published in 1913, it does not take account of later scholarship and discoveries. Other than that

minor limitation, the work has proved its worth and continues to be useful to this day. Charlesworth's

Old Testament Pseudepigrapha is a larger and more current collection, but it by no means entirely

supplants Charles.This volume contains translations and commentaries on **Jubilees, **the Letter

of Aristeas, **the Books of Adam and Eve, **the Martyrdom of Isaiah, *I Enoch, *Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs, (selected) *Sibylline Oracles, *The Assumption of Moses, *II Enoch, *II Baruch,

*III Baruch, *IV Ezra, the **Psalms of Solomon, **IV Maccabees, Pirke Aboth, **Ahiqar, and

Fragments of a Zadokite Work. (Titles with a single star appear in the first volume of Charlesworth;



those with two stars appear in the second.)Certain works--most notably II Enoch, the Assumption of

Moses, and the Sibylline Oracles--appear here in an abbreviated form. The most significant

omission, perhaps, is the Odes of Solomon.

another impressive work from apocryphile press. big book 11"x8"x1 1/2".here are the books in this

collectionthe book of jubileesthe letter of aristeasthe book of adam and evethe martyrdom of isaiah1

enochthe testaments of the xII patriachsthe siblline oraclesthe assumption of moses2 enoch or the

book of secrets of enoch2 baruch or the syriac apocalypse of baruch3 baruch or the greek

apocalypse of baruch4 ezrathe psalms of solomon4 maccabeespirke aboththe story of ahikarthe

fragments of a zadokitethis is another awesome collection.

THE ENTIRE HISTORY SECTION IS MISSING IN THIS PUBLICATION 90 PAGES from 785-871

ENTITLED--HISTORY:THE FRAGMENTS OF A ZADOKITE WORK and the general index. This is

the most important part of the Pseudepigrapha.I'm MAD.

This is a miss print The Fragments if the Zadokite works is missing along with the general index?? I

had a replacement sent thinking problem was fix, but NOPE same thing with second one. Now I

have two to send back. Highly disappointed!

It's a very great book if your one trying to find out the truth about the holy Bible and what's been left

out. The only thing, in this book it says it includes "a zadokite work" and it really doesn't...even in the

"contents" section it gives the page number for "a zadokite work" but when you turn to that page

number...it doesn't even exist. So there are literally 100 less pages then it says. They blame it on

"limit restrictions" but honestly I think it's just another way for them to hide more information because

I've seen plenty of books with 800plus pages. I don't understand how they even can say it has that

many pages when in all honesty, it's about 100 less pages than stated. Just make sure you don't

use this book as a primary source to any readings. It's great as a secondary or third source though.

It elaborates very well on Adam and Eve and their stories and you find out alot of information they

decided to leave out of the bible. This book doesn't include EVERY detail on every Bible story but it

is a good starting point. There are other books you can purchase as well to fill in the gaps that the

book doesn't connect, such as; the dead sea scrolls by Michael Wise or the Apocrypha or The

Complete Works of Josephus by Flavius Josephus. Good luck in your uncovering the truth and all

praises to The Most High!



Missing pages 785-871. and it is a known issue aparently from other comments...... i bought brand

new

Missing the zadokite work in back of book but it's in the table of contents was bummed out

Awesome I'll definitely be reading and study this hidden history.
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